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 We are also delighted to announce the launch 
of three separate major new series, under the 
general editorship of three leading scholars:
• Irish Literature, Cinema and Culture.
• Key Irish Women Writers.
• Irish Women Writers: Texts and Contexts.



OUR LEAD TITLE 
THIS SPRING IS:
James Joyce’s Portrait: 
A New Reading
David Pierce
This concise new work shows that James Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man is as 
fresh today as it was when fi rst published over a century ago. And why.

Its special character lies in its appeal to successive generations of readers, who take from it 
what they need to understand themselves and the changing world around them.

Joyce, the invisible artist, insisted on keeping separate text and interpretation, so we can 
never be sure how to proceed, or how to proceed with certainty. For the general reader and 
the student textual annotations may help. But the reader who enjoys reading does not want 
to be unduly distracted by notes. So in this new book the seasoned critic David Pierce focuses 
on the contemporary appeal of A Portrait and on the original contexts and comparisons 
with other writers. In doing so, he explores with clarity the distinctive contribution Joyce 
has made in particular to our understanding of consciousness and narrative.

A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man was James Joyce’s fi rst novel to be published, two years 
after his short story collection Dubliners (1914). In a modernist, experimental style it traces 
the religious and intellectual awakening of young Stephen Dedalus, who shares much as 
a character with his author and whose name reminds us of Daedalus, the craftsman of 
Greek mythology. With this novel Joyce found a way of writing about his past, his city and 
country, his determination to succeed as a writer, and his ideas about history and politics 
as well as art and aesthetics.

The work used techniques that Joyce developed more fully in Ulysses (1922) and Finnegans 
Wake (1939), and its publication earned Joyce his place at the forefront of literary modernism.

For full Contents see… http://www.eerpublishing.com/pierce-joyce-portrait-of-the-artist.
html

DAVID PIERCE taught at York St John University. He is an internationally noted author on 
Joyce, Yeats and the history of modern Irish writing. His books include the anthology, Irish 
Writing in the Twentieth Century (2000), his highly-regarded memoir, The Long Apprenticeship 
(2012), and three books with Yale University Press: James Joyce’s Ireland (1992), Yeats’s 
Worlds (1995), and Light, Freedom and Song (2005).

ISBN: 978-1-912224-65-4 Pbk £19.99 / €23.95 / $28.95
ISBN: 978-1-912224-66-1 Hbk £40.00 / €47.95 / $54.95
ISBN: 978-1-912224-67-8 Ebk £15.99 / €18.95 / $20.95
Available May 2019.
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TWO OTHER MAJOR NEW WORKS…
The Necessary 
Fiction: Life With 
James Joyce’s Ulysses
Michael Groden
This unusual book is a fascinating work of personal criticism or “biblio-memoir” which 
will appeal to all interested in James Joyce’s work, and, more widely, to those interested 
in responses to great art. It focusses on the life-long appeal of a particular work of art on 
a single individual who has been a leading Joyce scholar for 40 years.

Professor Groden has taught Ulysses to undergraduates, to graduate students, and to 
adults outside of universities in a long and distinguished career. He is the author of 
two often-cited scholarly books on Joyce’s novel, and he has overseen the 63-volume 
facsimile reproduction of his manuscripts.

Groden says: “I’ve often been asked why I’ve devoted so much of my life to Joyce’s 
novel. The Necessary Fiction tries to answer that question. I wrote the book partly with 
seasoned readers and scholars of Ulysses in mind, but I aimed it especially at readers 
who desire to read, have attempted to read, or have even succeeded in reading Joyce’s 
novel and who will welcome an accessible, very personal introduction to it as well as a 
case for reading or rereading it.”

“A neologism that has been applied to my work – ‘autobloomography’ – captures what 
I am trying to do in The Necessary Fiction. The fi rst half of the book considers various 
possible reasons for Ulysses’powerful impact on me when I read it as a 19-year-old 
undergraduate at Dartmouth College and later worked on Joyce’s manuscripts for his 
novel as a graduate student at Princeton University. This section deals with each reason 
in relation to a signifi cant person in my early life. The second half discusses Ulysses’ 
continuing fascination for me in my professional adult life as a university professor and 
Joyce scholar. Throughout the book, I’ve interspersed accounts of my life with Ulysses 
with analyses of the novel itself.” The Necessary Fiction also provides a chapter-by-chapter 
summary of Ulysses.

For full Contents see… http://www.eerpublishing.com/groden-necessary-fi ction---
ulysses.html

MICHAEL GRODEN is Distinguished University Professor Emeritus in the Department 
of English and Writing Studies, Western University Canada.

ISBN: 978-1-911454-39-7 Hbk £65.00 / €79.95 / $89.95
c. 260pp. 1 Illustration.
Available September 2019.



Charles Lever: The 
Rise and Fall of an 
Irish Literary Giant
The Publishing History with an Illustrated Bibliograpy

Terence Bareham
WITH A PREFACE BY JOHN SUTHERLAND

“Literary Criticism comes and goes. What endures are bibliographies—the anatomies of Literature. 
Terence Bareham’s bibliography of Charles Lever, the work of decades, is both scrupulous and timely. 
Charles Lever is now recognised as a great Irish novelist and man of letters. Bareham’s book is an 
essential starting point for anyone—reader or scholar – embarking on Lever’s important corpus.”

– John Sutherland, Lord Northcliffe Professor Emeritus, University College London.

This major new landmark study of the publishing history of the Irish novelist Charles 
Lever gives in microcosm the history of a signifi cant number of Victorian novelists, and of 
publishing itself in fast changing decades.

The work illustrates the rise to prominence of the new railway libraries, the changes in 
taste and reading habits, and in marketing strategies as the century progressed. It shows 
the intimate relationships which often existed between publisher and authors, and the 
often feckless business sense of several mid-Victorian novelists.

Charles Lever (1806–72) was one of the most prolifi c and best-selling authors of the 19th 
century. He was the best-known Irish novelist of the time, whose infl uence spread far and 
wide. The author of 37 books including Tom Burke of Ours, the best novel of the Napoleonic 
Wars, and many titles essential to a modern understanding of Irish life and society.

Lever led a picaresque life: in 1827 he went to the Canadian frontier, passing some time 
with Indians. In 1828 he went to Germany, visiting Goethe at Weimar. He lived for many 
years in Italy, where he died. He was the friend and rival to Dickens, mentor to the early 
Thackeray, and praised and remembered affectionately by Anthony Trollope.

No Victorian creative writer more comprehensively illustrates the ups and downs of the 
nearly-but-not-quite-fi rst rate. A comprehensive Bibliography is long overdue both as 
a tribute to the author himself and as exemplum of publishing in a crowded, rich and 
exciting period.

For full Contents see… http://www.eerpublishing.com/bareham-charles-lever.html

TERENCE BAREHAM is Professor Emeritus of English Literature at the University of 
Ulster. His new work on George Crabbe will be published by EER in 2020.

ISBN: 978-1-911204-98-5 Hbk £85.00 / €99.95 / $119.95
50 b&w and colour illustrations.
Available June 2019.
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A NEW SERIES…
Studies in Irish Literature, 
Cinema and Culture
In the autumn/winter of 2019 we will publish the fi rst four volumes in 
this new series.

Series editor Pilar Villar-Argáiz

This major new interdisciplinary series of original works offers studies 
on the different traditions and multiple forms of writing and cultural 
production in Ireland and Northern Ireland, through to the present day.

The series will publish fresh, innovative work on Irish literary, fi lmic and 
cultural studies. Authors engage with a diversity of theoretical approaches 
(i.e. literary theory, cultural studies, media and fi lm studies, sociology, 
historiography, political science, feminism, or multiculturalism).

Studies focus on, but are not confi ned to, the following: The Anglo-Irish 
literary tradition. Cultural nationalism. The Gaelic Revival. The modern 
Irish Literary Revival. Irish mythological writing. Exoticism and popular 
romance. Contemporary Irish writing in English and Irish fi ction – 
including the short story – drama, and poetry. Cultural productions by the 
Irish diaspora. Socio-cultural transformations in Post-Celtic Tiger Ireland 
of key aspects of Irish national identity (politics, nationality, ethnicity, 
religion). Minority voices in art, cinema and literature. Alternative cultures; 
marginalised histories and narratives; strategies of resilience.

 DR. PILAR VILLAR ARGÁIZ is Senior Lecturer in British and Irish 
Literature in the Department of English Philology at the University of 
Granada. In March 2010, she was awarded by her University the Prize 
of Outstanding Research in the fi eld of Humanities. Dr. Villar Argáiz is 
currently a member of the board of AEDEI (Spanish Association of Irish 
Studies) and the Head of the EFACIS Centre for Irish Studies at the 
University of Granada.

The fi rst four volumes are:
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Irish Women Writers at 
the Turn of the Twentieth 
Century: Alternative 
Histories, New Narratives
Kathryn Laing and Siné ad Mooney (eds.)
This major new work on signifi cant but neglected or marginalised late nineteenth-century 
and early twentieth-century Irish women writers could not be more timely.

This collection presents international research on the work of Irish women writers at the turn of the twentieth century. 
Discovering new voices and introducing original perspectives on the lives, works and networks of more familiar literary 
fi gures, these essays make a key contribution to contemporary feminist recovery projects and remapping the landscape of 
Irish literature of this period.

The strengths of the work is in its seeking of new engagements specifi cally in relation to Irish women’s cultural economies, 
particularly literary networks, access to literary production and publication, the long nineteenth century and emergent 
modernist aesthetics. A further key concern is the politics of retrieval of lost women’s lives and writings, the relationship 
of Irish feminist critical projects to the ongoing acts of commemoration associated with the formation of the Irish state, and 
increasing concerns with the future-proofi ng of ‘lost’ feminist digital recovery projects of the 1990s.

For full Contents see… http://www.eerpublishing.com/laing---mooney-irish-women-writers.html

ISBN: 978-1-911454-18-2 Pbk £39.99 / €47.95 / $54.95    ISBN: 978-1-911454-22-9 Hbk £75.00 / €89.95 / $99.95

 ISBN: 978-1-911454-24-3 Ebk £32.00 / €37.95 / $44.95    Available November 2019.

Revolutionary Ireland, 
1916–2016. Historical Facts 
& Social Transformations 
Re-assessed Constanza del Río (ed.)
The commemoration of the Easter Rising centenary in 2016 posed the key question of 
whether – leaving aside the revolutionary decade (1913–1923) – it was appropriate to talk 
about a “revolutionary Ireland”.

The revolutionary decade brought about a change of governance and led to Ireland’s 
independence, but the new Irish Free State fell short of the proclaimed intentions of the 
imagined republic. The new state veered away from the infl uence of labour and socialism to become an institutional replica, 
and a staunchly socially conservative one, of the British system. It was only from the 1960s onwards that Irish society started 
to open itself up to more liberating social practices and patterns. 

The contributors include independent researchers who write about their topics within a theoretically informed, scholarly, 
framework. Yet it is precisely their independence from academia that provides their chapters with fresh and multidisciplinary 
perspectives. Others are well established scholars. It is precisely the wealth of approaches and of disciplines (history, 
sociology, fi lm studies and literary studies) that enriches the volume and broadens the scope.

The contributors discuss the idea of revolution in Ireland from a multi- and inter-disciplinary perspective. It covers, on the 
one hand, the political revolution, mainly the Easter Rising 1916, and on the other the social transformations that the country 
underwent following the claims for civil rights and the sexual revolution of the late 1960s both in the USA and Europe. 
Changes in Northern Ireland resulting from the cease fi re declaration of the IRA in 1994 are also examined.

For full Contents see… http://www.eerpublishing.com/del-rio-revolutionary-ireland.html

The editor, CONSTANZA DEL RÍO, is Senior Lecturer in Irish and British literature at the University of Zaragoza, Spain.

ISBN: 978-1-911204-80-0 Pbk £39.99 / €47.95 / $54.95    ISBN: 978-1-911204-81-7 Hbk £75.00 / €89.95 / $99.95

 ISBN 9781911204848 Ebk £32.00 / €37.95 / $44.95    Available November 2019.
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Bohemian Belfast and 
Dublin: Two artistic and 
literary worlds, in the work 
of Gerard Keenan James Gallacher
This signifi cant new work redraws the lines of understanding around the literary networks of 
mid-to-late 20th Century Ireland, particularly between Dublin and Belfast. Such a direct and 
personal connection between the literary bohemia of Patrick Kavanagh and Flann O’Brien, 
and the world of the Honest Ulsterman at the start of The Troubles has never previously been 
made.

This book brings to light, for the fi rst time, the creative writing of Gerard Keenan – better known by his pseudonym ‘Jude 
the Obscure’, under which he wrote a regular column for the infl uential Northern Irish periodical The Honest Ulsterman for 
over three decades. He was also a contributor to Lagan and Envoy, and to Kavanagh’s Weekly.

Dr. Gallacher provides a major introduction as well as the texts of a series of Keenan’s unpublished biographical short 
stories, drawn from a signifi cant cache of his private papers to which he holds exclusive access. They range from accounts 
of his association with Dublin’s literary bohemia, particularly his tempestuous friendship with Flann O’Brien and Patrick 
Kavanagh and his time as a contributor to Kavanagh’s Weekly, to his role in the founding of the Belfast Arts Theatre.

For full Contents see… http://www.eerpublishing.com/gallacher-bohemian-belfast-and-dublin.html

JAMES GALLACHER is a researcher at the Institute of Irish Studies, University of Liverpool. He is the Literary Editor for 
the Liverpool Postgraduate Journal of Irish Studies.

ISBN 9781911454625 Hbk £75.00 / €89.95 / $99.95    Winter 2018/19.

Women, Art & Nationalism 
in the Irish Revival: 
Presence and Absence
Adela Flamarique
The contribution of women to the construction of modern society has been largely forgotten 
in Irish history. Even though the interest in women’s studies has improved in the past 
decades, adding women’s names to history is not enough: we need to question its basis, 
Adela Flamarike argues in this original new book.

The author explores how the distinctive features of Irish cultural nationalism led to a 
distinctive understanding of both womanhood and the role of women’s arts in Irish cultural self-realisation. The focus 
on female visual art gives new clarity to the participation and circumstances of Irish women in the Irish revolution and 
the creation of modern society. It recovers some of the voices that have been silenced and the experiences that have been 
forgotten by giving them an aesthetic platform.

This book is a major attempt to explore the construction of womanhood created by nationalism and the Irish Revival, to 
investigate whether female artists challenged this idealised representation of the feminine and, if so, how they did it.

It exposes female participation in the Irish cultural scene by interrogating the new styles and techniques that women artists 
and craftswomen in Ireland developed between 1890–1922. It focuses in particular on two groups of women – those in the 
Arts & Crafts movement – whose guilds sought to offer poor women a self-determining future – and those women who 
travelled to the continent (notably Paris) to gain an art education which they then they integrated into their creative practice 
on returning to Ireland.

For full Contents see… http://www.eerpublishing.com/fl amarike-women-art---nationalism.html

ADELA FLAMARIKE’s project entitled “Women, Art and Exile. The subversion in the artwork of Leonora Carrington 
and Remedios Varo” won the Francisca de Aculodi award as part of a gender perspective project in the Basque Country 
University in March 2015.

ISBN: 978-1-911454-33-5 Pbk £39.99 / €47.95 / $54.95    ISBN: 978-1-911454-36-6 Hbk £75.00 / €89.95 / $99.95

 ISBN: 978-1-911454-38-0 Ebk £32.00 / €37.95 / $44.95    Available November 2019.
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THREE TITLES ALREADY AVAILABLE FROM EER…

Ezra Pound and Modernism: 
The Irish Factor
 Papers from the 25th Ezra Pound International Conference in Dublin, 2013

Walter Baumann and William Pratt (eds.)
PREFACE BY SEAMUS HEANEY
 “Modern literature remains challenging to readers after a century as the dominant form 
of expression, but it is as worthy as ever of intelligent assimilation. as successive Pound 
conferences have proved, none more convincingly than the 25th Ezra Pound International 
Conference in Dublin in 2013, from which this volume of papers was selected.”

– Professor David Pierce.

That Ezra Pound was the chief architect of Modernism in English and American poetry is well established. So, too, is the 
fact that in T. S. Eliot he discovered a peer, whose early career he fostered. Together, Pound and Eliot defi ned what Modern 
Poetry meant. But they also had peers in two great Irish writers: Yeats in poetry and Joyce in fi ction. With them, they were 
major shapers of the Modernist style. The Age of Modernism was dominated by American and Irish writers who took part in 
reshaping the English literary tradition in the twentieth century. “Ezra Pound and Modernism” was the topic of the 25th Ezra 
Pound International Conference in Dublin in July of 2013, and the papers selected for this volume clearly demonstrate that.

Modernism had both American and Irish roots. Modernism in English literature had its origins in the work of Irish and 
American writers. Pound was the chief advocate of a new literary style in English, which the writings of Yeats, Joyce, and 
T. S. Eliot would articulate. Ulysses and The Waste Land, published in the same year, 1922, would become its complex 
masterpieces, still challenging readers after nearly a century, and still unsurpassed.

For full Contents see… http://www.eerpublishing.com/baumann---pratt-pound.html

WALTER BAUMANN’s co-editor WILLIAM PRATT has held academic posts at Vanderbilt University and at Miami 
University from where he was Associate Professor and Director of Freshman English for 20 years and where he is now 
Professor of English Emeritus. He was Secretary of the Ezra Pound International Conference, 1991–200, amongst other 
scholarly and public appointments.

ISBN: 978-1-912224-24-1 Hardback £75.00 / €89.95 / $99.95    Available.

Ezra Pound’s Green World: 
Nature, Landscape and 
Language
 Walter Baumann and Caterina Ricciardi (eds.)
This major new book is a landmark in Ezra Pound studies. It brings to the fore much new 
work on this key area of Pound’s endeavours and interests, and on the social, political, and 
philosophical implications of his works.

The wide-ranging international contributions offer new studies of these and other of Pound’s 
diverse interests in Chinese virtues, Egyptian hieroglyphs and autobiographical myths, 
where he combined his appreciation of both the Green World and the arts.

For full Contents see… http://www.eerpublishing.com/baumann---ricciardi-pound-green-world.html

WALTER BAUMANN Baumann has been a student of Ezra Pound for 60 years. From 1976 to the present he has attended and 
helped to organize all but two Pound conferences. With William Pratt he edited Ezra Pound and Modernism: The Irish Factor 
(available now from EER).

 CATERINA RICCIARDI is professor of American Literature at the University Roma Tre She is the author of books on Ezra 
Pound: EIKONE∑. Ezra Pound e il Rinascimento (1991), Ezra Pound. Ghiande di Luce (2006), and Ezra Pound and Roma: Roma/
Amor (2009).

ISBN: 978-1-912224-72-2 Hbk £85.00 / €99.95 / $119.95    Available.
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THREE TITLES ALREADY AVAILABLE FROM EER…
The Joyce Country: 
Literary Scholarship and 
Irish Culture
 David Pierce
“The book is an engaging and idiosyncratic blend of Pierce’s own academic 
literary criticism and his reviews of other Joyce scholars’ works, with his 
immense Joycean knowledge worn lightly but effectively…he reminds us, for 
example, that while Joyce’s worldwide fame has never been greater, as recently 
as twenty-fi ve years ago his Irishness “stood in danger of being diminished or passed over in favour of a 
world writer whose country of origin was of secondary signifi cance.”

– Gerri Kimber, Times Literary Supplement.

“David Pierce brings to bear his deep-seated knowledge of the workings of the novel on Joyce’s works. His 
illuminating, graceful, and original interpretations of Joyce’s texts and of recent Joycean criticism underscore 
the importance of attentive reading. To peruse this book is at once to be schooled in how to analyse Joyce’s 
texts, to be prompted to revisit them in fresh and challenging ways, and to be persuaded anew of their 
abiding importance.” – Anne Fogarty, Professor of James Joyce Studies, University College Dublin.

“It is a wonderfully refl exive, discursive, and deeply informative book which will delight scholars of Joyce 
and modern Irish writing. A tour de force offering a handy access to Pierce’s infl uential criticism.”

– Jolanta Wawrzycka, Professor of English at Radford University, 
Virginia and Trustee of the James Joyce Foundation.

This internationally acclaimed new book by the eminent critic provides an informative and 
timely survey of contemporary approaches to Joyce and modern Irish writing over almost 40 
years.

In a fresh opening survey Pierce explores the new departure for fi ction heralded by A Portrait of 
the Artist as a Young Man, and this is followed by essays on the hybrid landscape in Ulysses and 
on the distinctive style and humour of the ‘Eumaeus’ episode. Other pieces focus on the appeal of 
Irish short-story writer, Benedict Kiely, anthologies of Irish writing, and Irish writing in the years 
2006–9.

The second half of The Joyce Country is devoted to twenty-six reviews of books about Joyce 
written from the 1980s to the present and grouped under several headings including ‘Joyce’s 
European Cities’, ‘Joyce, Yeats and the Matter of Ireland’, ‘Ulysses in Perspective’, and ‘Joyce and 
Modernism’.

For full Contents see… http://www.eerpublishing.com/pierce-joyce-country.html

DAVID PIERCE taught at York St John University. He is an internationally noted author. The 
main focus of his work is Joyce, Yeats and the history of modern Irish writing. His books include 
the anthology, Irish Writing in the Twentieth Century (2000), his highly-regarded memoir, The Long 
Apprenticeship (2012), and three books with Yale University Press: James Joyce’s Ireland (1992), 
Yeats’s Worlds (1995), and Light, Freedom and Song (2005). 

ISBN: 978-1-912224-02-9 Hbk £69.99 / €84.95 / $94.95    ISBN: 978-1-912224-03-6 Ebk £52.00 / 
€62.95 / $97.95

Available.
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Announcing two other major new series…
 These two series edited by Dr. Kathryn Laing and Dr. Sinéad Mooney 
are to be published by EER in association with the Irish Women’s 
Writing Network. We will launch the fi rst volumes in late 2019/
early 2020.

Key Irish Women 
Writers
Series Editors Dr. Kathryn Laing and Dr. Sinéad Mooney.
THIS NEW SERIES will offer short critical monographs on key Irish women writers written by expert 
scholars, combining major fi gures such as Maria Edgeworth, Augusta Gregory, Elizabeth Bowen, Kate 
O’Brien and Jane Wilde, with lesser-known fi gures.

The series will focus on the long 19th century and the fi rst half of the 20th, and will offer comprehensive 
accounts of signifi cant individual careers by the foremost critics in the fi eld. Scholarly yet accessible, 
these studies will marry original scholarship and an overview of the often scattered extant critical 
approaches to an author with considerations of key texts and contexts, biographical outlines and up-to-
date bibliographies. The books will be:

• Brief, accessible
• Offer crisp but penetrating analysis of major careers within Irish women’s writing in English
• Provide students with exemplary models of original critical assessment
• Cover fi ction, poetry, drama, essays, travel-writing, polemic

The series will be an important initiative in Irish studies, women’s writing, and the cultural history 
of the 19th and 20th centuries. It will offer accessible, affordable and user-friendly texts that will be 
helpful for undergraduates approaching these writers for the fi rst time and for post-graduate students 
and scholars requiring an updated list of primary and secondary readings and pointers to new areas of 
scholarship.

DR.KATHRYN LAING lectures in the Department of English Language and Literature, Mary 
Immaculate College, University of Limerick. Her teaching and research interests are principally in late 
nineteenth-century Irish women’s writing, New Woman fi ction, modernist women writers, periodical 
and print culture. She has published widely on Rebecca West, Virginia Woolf, George Moore, F. Mabel 
Robinson and Irish writer Hannah Lynch.

DR.SINÉAD MOONEY is a senior lecturer in English at De Montfort University, Leicester. Her 
research interests include Irish literature, modernism, the work of Samuel Beckett, and women’s 
writing, particularly Irish women’s writing of the late 19th and early 20th century, and contemporary 
writing.
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Announcing two other major new series…
Irish Women 
Writers:
Texts and Contexts
Series Editors Dr. Kathryn Laing and Dr. Siné ad Mooney.
THIS SECOND NEW SERIES will specifi cally bring to the fore the work of forgotten or neglected Irish 
women novelists, poets, dramatists, historians etc. who published during the long 19th century and early 
to mid-20th. Century. Much of this writing is now out of print, scattered in magazines, newspapers or 
in essay collections that are now out of print; or was never published. Notably, this is the case of many 
women playwrights whose plays were performed but not published.

The primary aim is to make selected forgotten/lost texts available to interested readers, undergraduate 
and postgraduate students and researchers. Selections will be made by leading scholars in the fi eld who 
are working to recover Irish women writers and their oeuvre of this period. The focus is on making 
expertly-edited, well-produced, accessible and affordable texts available for teaching and research 
purposes.

Volumes will include:

• A short introduction to the chosen author and to their selected texts.
• Selected material which will be annotated and a full bibliography of primary and suggested 

secondary reading included.
• In the case of a critical edition, this will include an introduction, explanatory footnotes, selection of 

contemporary reviews, and extracts from the selected author’s other work.
• Comprehensive introductions, clear explanatory notes, chronologies, and bibliographies support 

the texts.

The books will provide:

• Brief, affordable, readable critical introduction to an out of print and unavailable text; selection of 
essays, short stories, poetry, short plays etc.

• Exciting, cutting edge, comprehensive scholarship.
• Detailed but accessible annotation and notes.
• Up-to-date bibliographies and bibliographical outlines.

The series will be an important initiative in Irish studies, women’s writing, archives, recovery, literary 
canons, and cultural and literary history. First titles in the series will include texts by Teresa Deevy, 
Hannah Lynch, Ethel Colburn Mayne, and Rosa Mulholland.
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ALSO RELEVANT TO IRISH STUDIES 
AND AVAILABLE NOW FROM EER…

Full details & all titles are on our website: www.eerpublishing.com
See full details of our international Agencies and distributors and all titles are given on our website
Edward Everett Root Publishers, Co. Ltd. 30 New Road, Brighton, Sussex, BN1 1BN, England.

www.eerpublishing.com | edwardeverettroot@yahoo.comEER

John Morley. Liberal 
Intellectual in Politics
D.A.Hamer
“…poised and self-assured, scholarly and erudite…”

– Mary Peter Mack, American Historical Review.
See more… http://www.eerpublishing.com/hamer-john-morley.html
ISBN: 978-1-911204-69-5 Pbk £29.99 / €35.95 / $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-911204-67-1 Hbk £45.00 / €54.95 / $59.95

xvi + 412pp.

Liberal Politics in the Age 
of Gladstone and Rosebery
A Study in Leadership and Policy D.A.Hamer
“Hamer has a fi ne ear … and his book is a model for this kind of academic study…”
“… his perusal of twenty-three MS collections had brought to light a good deal of 
private debate among liberals as to what their party should be like.”

– Professor John Vincent, Irish Historical Studies.
See more… http://www.eerpublishing.com/hamer-liberal-politics.html
 ISBN: 978-1-911204-71-8 Pbk £29.99 / €35.95 / $39.95
ISBN: 978-1-911204-70-1 Hbk £45.00 / €54.95 / $59.95

HOW TO ORDER
EER BOOKS

20% off
all book orders when 

you sign up to our 
quarterly newsletter, 
The EER Gazette at 

www.eerpublishing.comYou must quote the newsletter subscriber’s 
discount code given in the Gazette. Orders 
for future books will be recorded and you 
will be advised when they are ready.

You can also order all EER books from booksellers and via Amazon.


